
 

Cost per Pupil (CPP)  Assessment per SAU identified cuts:  

See @1:26:14 Armfield: " One of the possibilities we looked at for everyone to retain their room, but art and music to share a room. 
Another one would be for art and music to retain their spaces, but the OT would move into a section of the gym. That is 
occupational therapy. Another possibility would be to shift technology. We have a technology lab or computer lab and many 
districts have moved to a more integrated graded model. With the idea that technology should not be taught as a subject but in 
fact integrated into what students are doing everyday..." 
 
See @1:46:17 D. Green: " I was wondering if Ms Armfield was ... @1:46:26 'You mentioned, that (8) classes can be consolidated into 
(6) at Sandown North. I missed, ummm, now aren't there currently at least 6 classrooms [at SC] that have to be moved?  
@1:46:44 Armfield: Right now, was saying, right now, (4) sections of grade four..... 
 
[Gorman paraphrasing] SC: there are currently 4 classes for grades 4 and 5. Based on enrollment projections they can/will 

consolidate to 3 grade 4 and 3 grade 5 classes – they would go from having 18-19 in each class to 24-25 in each class. These fall 

below district policy and state requirements (policy is 26 state is 30) 

SN: They will be consolidating the 2nd grade to provide an additional class room (1 teacher) – 15 students to classes of 20 (policy is 23 

and state 25) – range is 19-21 so it falls in the middle 

Ed 321.11 Special Education Space. 
(a) In addition to the requirements of Ed 321.10, space shall be provided in every school to meet the unique requirements of special 
education students, and to meet the requirements of Ed 1119.06. 
(b) Exclusive use space shall be provided for speech therapy, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and private counseling. Physical 
and occupational therapy may be co-located. 
(c) The minimum total amount of exclusive use space for special education shall be 600 square feet. An area for private meetings 
with parents and staff shall be available, although it need not be used exclusively for special education use. 
 
Opportunity of consolidating of SpEd:  

Ms Rincon: [Gorman paraphrasing] 

An opportunity to look at consolidating programs  Intensive needs SN and AA and emotional disabilities at SC  

This will allow us to optimize our resources and operate more efficiently  

The details not yet been determined; there is a lot more work to do. Change can be difficult for students and parents and staff and 
we will do our best to support everyone  

Questions: 
 
What would be the plan for all the stationary computers in the tech room from both schools? 
 
Each grade's Classrooms probably currently have a small set up of stationary computers ( 6-10). 
 
Will the tech room additional computers be divided into each classroom? 
 
Any division of the tech classroom computers, will each grade classroom be able to support the space needed for these additional 
computers plus the increase students due to increase student class size?  
 
The mobile cart is for chromebooks or non-stationary computers 
 
Note: All state testing and internal Star assessment test are completed online as opposed to prior NECAP State test were paper. 
 

TRSD Policy IIB: Department of Education Rule Ed 306.17 
Kindergarten and Grade 1……………………… Not to exceed 20 (State: 25) 
Grades 2 and 3 ……………………………………… Not to exceed 23 (State: 25 for grade 2 and 30 for grade 3) 
Grades 4 and 5 ……………………………………… Not to exceed 26 (State: 30) 
Grades 6 thru 12 …………………………………… Not to exceed 30 



Gorman comment/observation/assessment: The District must look at CPP for SC and SN “combined”. Of course the operation of a 

single building that has less students to absorb that cost would yield a higher CPP. If the SAU would apply the position cuts to each 

school (SC and SN) it would decrease the CPP dramatically for both schools without needing to consolidate them  (immediately). This 

would allow the SB to actually follow their policy for RETIREMENT OF FACILITIES (TRSD policy FL and FL-R) . The district/Sandown must also 

consider that enrollment is projected to increase. If we are maximum capacity currently with the consolidation of SN/SC, where will we 

accommodate the increased enrollment in the coming years? The SN, with the consolidation,  may not be at [the building] maximum capacity 

however the configuration does not allow to add additional class rooms based on Ms. Armfield’s [rough] proposals for consolidation. There has not 

been sufficient research and planning into a school closure and certainly not all options to lower Sandown’s CPP for K-5 have been entertained:  

Table 1: Cost/pupil provided by SAU 
School Total cost ADM  per pupil SC cost comparison 

Atkinson Academy $2,373,767.00 346.01 $6,860.40  $2,882.69  

Pollard $3,196,839.00 485.39 $6,586.12  $3,156.97  

Danville $2,274,733.00 273.01 $8,332.05  $1,411.04  

Sandown Central $1,340,649.00 137.6 $9,743.09  $0.00  

Sandown North $2,110,230.00 252.5 $8,357.35  $1,385.74  

     Proposed SC Teacher cuts by the SAU  SN (-1 teacher)*  

1100.112.25.11 -2 Teacher ($112,025.00) ($56,012.50) 

    FICA 

($39,208.75) ($19,604.38)     NHRS - Teacher 

    Insurance 

    Total Teacher Cost ($151,233.75) ($75,616.88) 

* this is an assumption based on SC teacher salary data provided – the SAU did not provide SN budget information as requested 

Table 2: CPP including SAU proposed teacher cuts (2 teachers: class consolidation of grades 4&5) 

School Total cost ADM  per pupil SC cost comparison  

Atkinson Academy $2,373,767.00 346.01 $6,860.40  $1,783.61  

Pollard $3,196,839.00 485.39 $6,586.12  $2,057.88  

Danville $2,274,733.00 273.01 $8,332.05  $311.96  
Sandown Central $1,189,415.25 137.6 $8,644.01  ($1,099.08) 

Sandown North $2,110,230.00 252.5 $8,357.35  $286.66  

     Table 3: CPP including SAU proposed teacher cuts (3 teachers: class consolidation of grades 2, 4-5) 

School Total cost ADM  per pupil SC cost comparison  
Atkinson Academy $2,373,767.00 346.01 $6,860.40  $1,783.61  

Pollard $3,196,839.00 485.39 $6,586.12  $2,057.88  

Danville $2,274,733.00 273.01 $8,332.05  $311.96  

Sandown Central $1,189,415.25 137.6 $8,644.01  ($1,099.08) 

Sandown North $2,034,613.13 252.5 $8,057.87  $586.13  

     Table 3a: CPP including SAU proposed teacher cuts (total/combined CPP of SC/SN as independent schools) 

School Total cost ADM  per pupil SC cost comparison  

Atkinson Academy $2,373,767.00 346.01 $6,860.40  $1,404.22  

Pollard $3,196,839.00 485.39 $6,586.12  $1,678.50  

Danville $2,274,733.00 273.01 $8,332.05  ($67.43) 

Sandown Central and North $3,224,028.38 390.1 $8,264.62  n/a  
 

If the SAU/SB  were to consolidate Gr 3 to have class size of 25 (rather than TRSD policy of 23 and well below the Department of 
Education Rule Ed 306.17 of 30), knowing the class size would decreasing the following year based on current and 2

nd
 grade 

projected enrollment the total cost of the SC and SN schools is below Danville: 

Table 4: CPP including SAU proposed teacher cuts (4 teachers: class consolidation of grades 2-5) 

School Total cost ADM  per pupil SC cost comparison  

Atkinson Academy $2,373,767.00 346.01 $6,860.40  $1,783.61  

Pollard $3,196,839.00 485.39 $6,586.12  $2,057.88  

Danville $2,274,733.00 273.01 $8,332.05  $311.96  

Sandown Central $1,189,415.25 137.6 $8,644.01  $0.00  

Sandown North $1,958,996.25 252.5 $7,758.40  $885.61  

     Table 4a: CPP including SAU proposed teacher cuts (total/combined CPP of SC/SN as independent schools) 

School Total cost ADM  per pupil SC cost comparison  

Atkinson Academy $2,373,767.00 346.01 $6,860.40  $1,210.38 

Pollard $3,196,839.00 485.39 $6,586.12  $1,484.66  

Danville $2,274,733.00 273.01 $8,332.05  ($261.27) 

Sandown Central and North $3,148,411.50 390.1 $8,070.78  n/a  



 
 
RETIREMENT OF FACILITIES (TRSD policy FL)  
 
 A school will be considered for a comprehensive closing study if any of the following conditions apply:  
 
1. The school building is inadequate by virtue of age, condition, size of site, or other overriding limitations and cannot reasonably and economically 
be brought up to the current educational standards.  
 
2. The school has been substantially under capacity for a two-year period and is projected to remain so. “Substantially under capacity” is the 
difference between program capacity and student membership, such that the students in that grouping could be housed in one school less.  
 
(Instructional programs drawing the majority of students from outside of the regular boundary area of the group of schools will not be considered 
for this purpose.)  
Although use for local community students will be the primary function of a school, unusual circumstances may prevai l which will require alternate 
use of a particular location or building. A closing study of such a school may be authorized by the Board and should be done in a timely manner.  
The School Board will make a decision on whether or not to retire a facility after full and careful review of the closing-study’s findings.  
If the Board decides to retire a facility, the Superintendent will prepare an implementation plan for Board approval. The effective date of 

implementing the decision will be determined by the circumstances and time required to prepare the community and students for the change. 

RETIREMENT OF FACILITIES (TRSD policy FL-R) 

 
A closing study will include direct involvement by those communities considered in the study and will be concerned with the 
following factors:  
1. Review of the in-depth demographic studies and grouping, and consideration of alternatives.  

2. Age and current physical condition of the building, its operating systems and program facilities.  

3. Adequacy of site, location, access, surrounding development, traffic patterns, and other environmental conditions.  

4. Reassignment of children, including alternative plans, according to Board policy.  

5. Transportation factors including numbers of children bused, time, distance, and safety.  

6. Alternate uses of the building.  

7. Costs/Savings:  

a) Personnel  

b) Plant Operation  

c) Transportation  

d) Capital Investment  

e) Alternate Use  

8. Continuity of instructional and community programs.  
 

What has NOT been provided to the Sandown community and district as a whole:  

No closing study has been provided.  

There is no assessment of SN adequacy for projected enrollment, increased traffic patterns, impact to surrounding area (should include a long term  

(5-10 yr) impact/risk analysis) 

No costs have been provided for maintenance of SC; utilities etc. – note the cost estimate cut ALL utility costs which is not feasible due to minimal 

maintenance that will be required.  

Personnel are being “repurposed” as to purposely retain this “person” so cannot be considered a cost savings. The Principal cost is still  in the 

budget at $141,831.00– moving this person (which is what they SAU is doing) is still a cost to the district and not a savings; the amount is just a 

transfer from one location in the budget to another and still has the “same” impact on district CPP  – decreasing the SN/SC CPP as demonstrated 

above would allow this person to stay in their current position as well as other positions cut at SC.  

Also not included in the “cost savings” is the cost of the playground improvements needed for the 4
th

 and 5
th

 graders, any costs associated with 

relocation/repurposing space for  SpEd, Technology, Art and Music – to name a few.  


